Low Platform Assembly Instructions
If you purchased the standard Low Platform Bed that is 10” high (4” space underneath), it comes with the legs already
attached to the rails. If the bed has been customized to be slightly taller, you will first need to install the Legs to the Rails
with 2-1/2” screws. If you ordered the custom taller legs, they are L-Shape and assembly starts on Page3. If you ordered
the Trundle Bed it does not have legs and uses floor sliders to slide the trundle bed out.

Assembly with standard Pre-Assembled Legs

Headboard Legs
If you ordered the Double Bookshelf Headboard, Slatted Headboard or the
Solid Headboard, your bed will have (2) Legs (posts) at the headboard end.
Place the Legs on the outside of the rails (as shown in the picture). Attach the
rail to the legs with 2-1/2" screws from the inside of the rails into the leg.
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Double Bookshelf Headboard (Optional)
Double Bookshelves are attached near the top of the legs. The shelves have a Backboard to support the weight of the
items on the shelf and are required to be installed.
Double Bookshelf Parts List: (2) Shelves (4) Shelf Supports 2x2x5-1/2” Screws: 2-1/2” 1-5/8” 1-1/4”.
Following the diagram below, attach (2) 2x2x5-1/2” Shelf Supports 11-1/2” from the top of the legs with 2-1/2” screws.
Attach the shelf to the Supports with 1-5/8” screws. Now attach the Shelf Supports 3-1/2” from the top and follow the
same procedure. Note: The lower shelf can be attached at any height. The photo below shows the optional safety rails
which typically are not used for very low beds.

Install the Backboards to the back of the shelves. Use 1-5/8” screws at the ends when screwing into the Legs and 1-1/4”
screws when screwing into the shelf.
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The King Size Low Platform Bed has a center support. It is installed
into slots in the header and footer boards. Install with 2-1/2" screws.

Assembly with the taller L-Shaped Legs
If you had customized the bed to be taller, we sometimes make the legs L-Shape to better stabilize it in both
directions. Attach the corner legs to the inside corners of the bed. If you have a king size bed also attach the center
legs. Use 2-1/2” screws.
Assemble the rails and headers. The headers fit inside the rails.
Attach with 2-1/2” screws into pilot holes.
Note: We provide glue to be used when attaching the legs to the rails and
header. Gluing is optional. Once the bed is glued and screwed it can’t be
taken apart and easily moved to another location. If you have a twin or full
size, it should be easier to move the bed between rooms with the legs attached and you can glue it together. If you
are building a queen or full size you must consider how you are going to move the bed to other locations with the legs
attached. If you have narrow hallways you might not want to glue the legs giving you the option of removing them
later to move the bed.
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The above photo shows the L-Shaped Leg attached
to the inside of the Rail and Header.
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The above photo shows the Center Leg attached
to the Header and Center Rail.

